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Lapo how does your role connect to what
Diego is doing?
I’m a guitar player and author, I started work
with Diego in 1999 on Sandra, I played the guitar
parts on that song. I work with Diego throughout
all the life of a production, almost four–handed,
like playing a piano duet. Diego always had the
clear idea of the point that we should reach and
now we have established a perfect understanding
so that Diego can start a project and I continue
and vice versa. He gives me the focal point of
the project, and I go. Moreover my knowledge in
computer science and electronics (I have a degree
in Computer Science Engineering) helped me to
have an important role in all the technology of
the studio.
How does Italian pop differ form other
genres?
Diego — I think that Italian pop music involves
two aspects, the tradition of Italian melody and the
influence of English–language music. In Italy we
listen to a lot of international music and of course
it influences the creativity here. But the difficultly
is to mix international style of melodies with the
language, that is so difficult to manage correctly to
be “catchy”. Our language played an important role
in the centuries with music, but you also have to evolve, so Italian is so good
for melody, but often more difficult to be modern and original at the same time!

Diego Calvetti
Chart hits from Tuscany: RUSSELL COTTIER finds
Platinum Studio has the X factor

I

n some studios function follows form, but in others form and design follow
function. Nestled into the idyllic landscape of Tuscany, in the medieval
town of San Gimignano, Platinum Studio is a technological oasis housed in
an early 19th century villa. Every inch of the studio is designed and built to
fit the specific workflow requirements of owner, producer and composer Diego
Calvetti. Producer, composer, lyricist and conductor Calvetti started the studio
in 1997 having graduated from the Conservatorio di Firenze in 1995. Calvetti
has a wide variety of credits other than just production, he has conducted at
the Sanremo Music Festival and even been a vocal coach on the X–Factor
in Italy. Calvetti’s studio started as little more than a space in his villa with
equipment for recording. In 1998 Calvetti started collaborating with guitarist,
arranger and engineer Lapo Consortini, and they have bagged scores of Italian
pop hits since.
The studio functioned for over a decade, very successfully, but when
Acoustic designer Donato Masci from Studio Sound Services was asked to
acoustically treat the space Calvetti and Consortini had a revelation. Whist the
first installation was beneficial all three were keen to take it to the next level,
so that’s exactly what they did. Platinum Studio is one of those studios where
nobody wears shoes, the full length windows invite in the garden and there’s
even a pool. The aim seems to be to make the technical side of making records
as easy and smooth as possible. Resolution was
fortunate enough to catch up with these Italian
pop gurus and renowned studio designer Donato
at Platinum Studio for an in–depth tour.

What an amazing place this is.
Donato — It’s a sort of paradise here. The idea of the studio is to have a very
modern design in contrast to the classical style of the outside. This is the 2.0
version of the studio because the first one in which Diego worked, since 1997,
was very simple. I put up some panels for absorption and diffusion, it was not
really designed from scratch it was a studio designed around the room. That
was an important sequence that we went through three years ago, it was also
expensive, it had a suspended roof, that was the 1.0 version of the studio
Lapo — It was a simple room with brick walls and some panels. Consider that
we started 20 years ago from a square room, over the years as your experience
grows your quality starts to increase and then at a certain point you really
understand the need to have absorption and acoustic treatment. We feel more
comfortable working here, we can mix very well in this studio, it’s very reliable.
Everything now is more precise.
Donato — When Diego wanted to renovate the villa he decided to also rebuild
the studio from scratch. We did the first drawings one year ago and we discussed
the first solution and distribution of the rooms inside the space. After that we
completed the design in the first months of last year, work started in spring and
they finished at the beginning of the autumn. Just a few things remain to fix. A
studio is never truly finished of course but Diego could work here by the autumn.
How important is innovation in studio design, for instance the
amazing curved absorber ceiling in this studio?
Donato — Innovation is fundamental. These residential studios are often born
in very old buildings so you need to find particular solutions to optimise the

Diego, how did you get into production?
I grew up in a very musical environment! I
breathed Italian pop music since I was in my
mother’s womb. My parents were members of a
pop band in the 70s, my father was the drummer
and my mother the (beautiful) singer. I studied
music from the age of 6, playing piano and later
synths. I started producing and writing dance
music at the age of 18, then in 1999 I made my
first single as both writer and producer. It was an
Italian summer hit called Sandra by 360 Gradi, it
all began from there. I’ve been writing for Warner
Chapell for 20 years now, but I also work with all
the other major Italian record companies.
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working space and acoustic response. This idea was born from the fact that
Diego and Lapo need the corners for equipment (racks and consoles) but we
need to use the corners for the absorption too. So the idea is to work with a
curved surface to minimise the absorber until 70 cm from the ground and then
spread it until the ceiling. Of course the Italian design is also important for us,
this is a creative environment so it needs to help you with your working process,
you have to feel at ease. You may notice that there are a lot of strip lights
around, so you can change the colour and the mood of the room. It is not only
for the aesthetic, it also gives the room the right atmosphere for the artist and
can influence their performance

How much fine tuning do you need to do in a studio like this?
Donato — We make measurements and then we chose to fill, or not fill
some cavities in the walls to attain a better response. Also speakers with an
auto calibration tool like Genelec helped us to manage the response at low
frequencies, and to set the perfect phase between them and the subwoofer. The
response over 200Hz was totally flat, but with the speakers close to the wall you
always need to optimise the minimum phase low frequency boost.

So you’re summing analogue outputs?
Diego — We have 2 Rupert Neve Designs 5059 Satellite summing mixers, one
goes directly to the Dangerous 2–BUS+. We also have an Orion directly into
the Dangerous too. One Satellite goes through the Looptrotter Monster and a

How does the studio design suit your needs?
Lapo — Every day we try new outboard, new
keyboards, new drum machines. The studio is very
complex however it is easy at the same time to
change things out. It’s not like 20 years ago when
studios were based around a large console. If you
have to renew your studio you have to buy a new
console. You can’t do that every day, here every day
new gear arrives and we try and use it immediately.
Donato — For example we have a wooden beam
with slat–wall like in music shops, so you can place
equipment on hangers where ever you want. It’s
a modular system, we just have two slats of this
and in the middle you have a hidden channel for
cables, the front attaches magnetically so you don’t
see any cables.
This custom console is amazing, all based
around an SSL Nucleus
Lapo — That was Diego’s idea. It’s based around the
concept of a mastering console.
Diego — I like the fact that it is made of steel, it
has a beautiful look. Notice that you can’t see any
kind of framing. Every piece of outboard is presented
in the same way just like a desk, but you can change
everything. I chose the Nucleus because we used the
SSL Matrix for 10 years. We really liked the control
surface functionality.
You use Cubase? Why did you opt for that?
Diego — Yes we use Cubase. We started with it in
1997 and then Nuendo and Cubase together. Of
course at the time there was no audio, it was just
synchronised to ADAT with external mixers.
Lapo — We adopt a hybrid system, we work in
the box and have all the outputs you can see here
as inserts. For example we have Retro Instruments
176 which we use for vocals. I choose it from inside
the Cubase and Nuendo system. We have four 32
channel Antelope Orion converters so everything is
patched digitally in the box.
Diego — So yes the concept of the studio is that
we have a lot of vintage outboard, but everything is
usable immediately. Sometimes we have to record an
album in comparatively few days. We don’t want to
spend a lot of time choosing outboard and connecting
it. So the drums are ready to go, all the keyboards are
ready everything is there on an insert.
Lapo — Maybe today will have an artist arrive
and we have to write a song with her, maybe
tomorrow we will have to finish a project for release.
So our job is very dynamic and very fast so we
cannot waste time in rearranging and patching. The
studio is like a suit fitted for us and it will reflect our
style of working.
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Dangerous BAX EQ. The other output of the same
Satellite goes through a Chandler Zenner and the
SSL 500 Series Black EQ. I like to use the Chandler
on drums. We have a Rupert Neve Designs master
bus processor on the 2-BUS insert and then the
final signal goes through a Chandler Curve Bender
to the Burl B2 Bomber ADC for the final mix print.

You have a few interesting drum sounds
on your records, Dear Jack for instance.
Was that recorded here?
Lapo — We recorded that in the old version of
the studio. The room now is almost the same
except for a few changes. We have the Gretch kit
always mic-ed and cabled, as you can see. We
love the Rupert Neve RN17 mics for overheads
and they are attached to arms connected to the
ceiling, always positioned and ready to go. We
use a similar system for the room mics which are
Rupert Neve designed RNR1 SE ribbon mics. The
overheads go to a Vintech X81 preamp and we
use a Portico II Channel for the room microphones.
We also have a couple of 500 series Italian brand
preamps from a company called Arrel Audio. They are from Rome and are very
clear and transparent.
Diego — they sound very similar to GMLs.
What do you do in the other small control room?
Lapo — It is a small editing room. We have two almost mirrored computers
connected on a network. So Diego can record a project in the main studio, move
onto another project and I can simply open the original project from the small
studio without any transferring or copying. Thanks to Steinberg Cubase Pro 9,
to the PCs designed by Giovanni Zucchi of ProjectLead and to Universal Audio
UAD2 plug-ins, we have the two systems connected with simply local network
and we open and work on the same Cubase projects from the same SSD hard
drive without having to transfer or move or export any file. The two systems
are almost twin systems so there’s no difference where you are working.
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So how long do you get to make an album here for instance?
Diego — consider 40 days of working. In the beginning there are many days
before that to choose the songs and so on. Maybe the most difficult part is to
choose the perfect song for the artist and the perfect production for the artist.
What’s the next project you’ve got coming up in the studio?
Lapo — We are working with a very important female singer from Italy, but it
is still confidential at the moment. In September the album will be released, it’s
very exciting.
One of the important releases we did here last year was Modà, which sold
250,000 copies. I tour with them as technical and musical director and we did
the stadium of Milan twice. I think that was 90,000 people in two days. Then
we had a 25 dates arena tour since last June, and this year from the end of April
I will be touring with Marco Masini. n
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